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Abstract– H.264 is the most popular video coding standard with high potent coding performance. For its efficiency, the H.264
is expected to encode real-time and/or high-definition video. However, the H.264 standard also requires highly complex
and long lasting computation. To overcome these difficulties, many efforts have been deployed to increase encoding speed.
Besides, with the revolution of portable devices, multimedia chips for mobile environments are more and more developed.
Thus, power-oriented design for H.264 video encoders is currently a tremendous challenge. This paper discusses these trends
and presents an overview of the state of the art on power features for different H.264 hardware encoding architectures. We
also propose the VENGME’s design, a particular hardware architecture of H.264 encoder that enables applying low-power
techniques and developing power-aware ability. This low power encoder is a four-stage architecture with memory access
reduction, in which, each module has been optimized. The actual total power consumption, estimated at Register-Transfer-
Level (RTL), is only 19.1 mW.
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1 Introduction1

As the most popular and efficient video compres-2

sion standard, the H.264 Advanced Video Coding3

(H.264/AVC) provides better video quality at a lower4

bit-rate than previous standards [1]. The standard is5

recommended by the Joint Video Team (JVT) formed6

by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and7

the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). It8

contains a rich set of video coding tools to support a9

variety of applications ranging from mobile services,10

video conferencing, digital broadcast to IPTV, HDTV11

and digital storage media. Compared with the pre-12

vious standards such as MPEG-4 [2], H.263 [3], and13

MPEG-2 [4], the H.264/AVC can achieve 39 %, 49 %,14

and 64 % of bit-rate reduction respectively [5]. How-15

ever, because many coding tools have been adopted16

it makes the standard more complex and increases17

the computational time. It is very hard for software18

based implementation of the H.264 encoders to meet19

the real-time requirements of applications, especially20

for high-definition video (for example, up to 1080p:21

the HDTV high-definition video with 1080-line frames22

and progressive scan). Therefore, parallel processing23

solutions such as DSP-based, stream processor-based,24

multi-core systems or dedicated VLSI hardware ar-25

chitectures must be addressed to respond to this de-26

mand. In particular, designing Large-Scale Integration27

(LSI) like H.264 video encoding systems is a recent28

design trend in implementing multimedia systems29

aimed at high-throughput design for high-definition30

(HD) video [6–8] and low power design for portable31

video [9]. Indeed, the main issue is to lower power32

consumption for intended applications such as video33

transmission and play back on mobile terminals, to34

support real-time video encoding/decoding on battery-35

powered devices and, obviously, programmable proces-36

sors or DSP-based implementations which cannot meet37

this requirement. For example, the design in [10] uses38

a 130 MHz ARM996 processor and it is only capable39

of QCIF decoding at 7.5 fps. Even if some software40

solutions can achieve QCIF at 30 fps, the power con-41

sumption is relatively large and may not be suitable for42

handheld applications. Thus, dedicated VLSI hardware43

encoding/decoding architectures targeting low power44

consumption are mandatory.45

This paper surveys the state of the art on dedicated46

hardware implementation of H.264 encoders. Three47

different groups of H.264 video encoding architectures48

are introduced and analyzed. Classical architecture nat-49

urally cuts the encoding path into a pipeline of three50

or four stages. The pipelining schedule may be more51

balanced to avoid bottleneck or less balanced so that52

low-power techniques can be applied. More specific ar-53

chitectures were implemented to highly improve coding54

speed or scalability. However, these architectures are55

costly in terms of silicon area and power consumption.56

In this paper, the discussion on the state of the art57

mostly focuses on power features and specific low-58

power solutions. The paper proposes a novel archi-59

tecture of H.264 video encoder, the VENGME design,60

where several techniques can be implemented to reduce61
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Figure 1. Functional diagram of the H.264/AVC encoder.

the power consumption. The following sections present62

the basic concepts of H.264 video encoding and its63

hardware implementations (Section 2); the state of the64

art on power features (Section 3) and the VENGME65

H.264 encoder (Section 4). Conclusions and future66

works will be provided in Section 5.67

2 H.264 Video Encoding and Hardware68

Implementation69

This section provides a short overview of H.264 video70

coding concepts. Then, the main trends of hardware71

(HW) encoder implementation are given in terms of72

power and speed requirements.73

2.1 Fundamental Concepts of Video Coding74

The general architecture of the H.264/AVC encoder,75

composed of different functional blocks, is depicted in76

Figure 1.77

The encoding path consists of Intra prediction, In-78

ter prediction containing Motion Estimation (ME) and79

Motion Compensation (MC), Forward Transform and80

Quantization (FTQ), Re-ordering, and Entropy encode.81

Intra prediction predicts the current macroblock (MB,82

a block of 16 × 16 pixels) based on the previously83

encoded pixels in the current frame, to remove spatial84

redundancies of video data. On the other hand, to85

remove temporal redundancies of video data, the inter86

prediction estimates the motions of the current MB87

based on the previously encoded pixels in different88

frame(s). Residual data, the differences between orig-89

inal current MB and predicted one, are transformed90

and quantized. Lastly, post-quantization coefficients91

are then re-ordered and entropy encoded to remove92

statistical redundancies. The encoded video might be93

encapsulated into Network Abstraction Layer (NAL)94

units. A decoding path that contains Inverse Transform95

and de-Quantization (iTQ) and Blocking filter is also96

built in the video encoder to generate reference data97

for prediction. Intra prediction uses directly the data98

from iTQ, while inter prediction refers to reconstructed99

frames from blocking filter.100

In order to achieve high compression ratio, the101

H.264/AVC standard has adopted several advances102

in coding technology to remove spatial and temporal103

redundancies. These prominent techniques are depicted104

thereafter:105

• A new way to handle the quantized transform106

coefficients has been proposed for trading-off be-107

tween compression performance and video quality108

to meet the applications requirements. Besides that,109

an efficient method called Context-Adaptive Vari-110

able Length Coding (CAVLC) is also used to en-111

code residual data. In this coding technique, VLC112

tables are switched according to the already trans-113

mitted syntax elements. Since these VLC tables are114

specifically designed to match the corresponding115

image statistic, the entropy coding performance is116

impressively improved in comparison to schemes117

using only a single VLC table [11];118

• The H.264/AVC adopts variable block size motion119

prediction to provide more flexibility. The intra120

prediction can be applied either on 4 × 4 blocks121

individually or on entire 16× 16 macroblocks MBs.122

Nine different prediction modes exist for a 4 × 4123

block while four modes are defined for a 16 × 16124

block. After taking the comparisons among the cost125

functions of all possible modes, the best mode hav-126

ing the lowest cost is selected. The inter-prediction127

is based on a tree-structure where the motion128

vector and prediction can adopt various block sizes129

and partitions ranging from 16 × 16 MBs to 4 × 4130

blocks. To identify these prediction modes, motion131

vectors, and partitions, the H.264/AVC specifies a132

very complex algorithm to derive them from their133

neighbors;134

• The forward transform/inverse transform also op-135

erates on blocks of 4× 4 pixels to match the small-136

est block size. The transform is still Discrete Co-137

sine Transform (DCT) but with some fundamental138

differences compared to those in previous stan-139

dards [12]. In [13], the transform unit is composed140

of both DCT and Walsh Hadamard transforms for141

all prediction processes;142

• The in-loop deblocking filter in the H.264/AVC de-143

pends on the so-called Boundary Strength (BS) pa-144

rameters to deter-mine whether the current block145

edge should be filtered. The derivation of the BS is146

highly adaptive because it relies on the modes and147

coding conditions of the adjacent blocks.148

2.2 Trends to Implement Hardware H.264 Encoder149

The H.264 standard, with many efficient coding tools150

and newly added features, can save approximately 50 %151

of bit rate in comparison with prior standards [11].152

Since the computational complexity of the new coding153

tools is very high, it is hard to implement an H.264154

encoder in sequential software, especially for real-time155

applications [8, 14]. Two alternative solutions are multi-156

core software implementation and HW implementa-157

tion. Both of them enable parallel computing to reduce158

the processing time. However, some coding tools of159

the H.264 are more efficiently implemented in HW.160

For example, most of the calculation operations in the161

transform process are add and shift ones. Hence, HW162
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implementation seems to be the relevant choice. As163

hardware implementation for other applications, H.264164

HW design and implementation have faced several165

challenges that can be sum up as main design trends.166

Indeed, because of their highly efficient coding ca-167

pabilities, H.264 encoders are expected to be used in168

challenging applications, e.g. real-time and/or high-169

definition video ones. For these applications, many170

work (e.g. [15] and references therein) aim to implement171

high speed HW H.264 video encoders. Due to the172

long coding path, H.264 encoders are mostly designed173

as pipeline architectures, implementing slight modi-174

fications in the entire pipeline or in some particular175

modules to overcome data dependency.176

Data dependency appears among MBs when the177

current MB encoding requires the information from178

encoded neighboring MBs. To solve data dependency179

among MBs, the parallel pipelines architecture [15] or180

the modified motion vector prediction in the inter-181

prediction block [8] might be applied. Actually, the par-182

allel pipelines architecture enables MBs to be processed183

in order so that all required information form neighbor-184

ing MBs is available when the current MB is encoded.185

Thus, this method can double the encoding speed. The186

modified motion vector uses the motion vectors from187

encoded neighboring MBs, e.g. the top-left, top, and188

top-right instead of the left, top and top-right to predict189

the current motion vector. Note that data dependency190

also appears among tasks when the mode selection191

in prediction tasks needs the result of later tasks. For192

example, the rate control scheme requires the amount of193

entropy encoded data to choose the appropriate mode.194

Data dependency among tasks can be solved by the use195

of new rate control schemes [16, 17]. Other work placed196

the reconstruction task across the last two stages [9, 18].197

The new rate control scheme calculates the cost function198

from the information in early tasks rather than from the199

entropy encoded data size.200

Data dependency also requires a very high memory201

access rate during the coding process. Usually, an off-202

chip memory is used for reference frames to reduce203

the total area and energy cost. Then, some on-chip204

buffers are implemented to reduce the external band-205

width requirement, thus reducing their timing costs.206

For example, a local search window buffer embedded207

can reduce the external bandwidth from 5570 GBytes/s208

in the software implementation to 700 MBytes/s in the209

HW one [8].210

Many high speed HW H.264 encoders have been211

proposed, as can be seen in the literature. Some of212

them are even able to process HDTV1080 30 fps video213

for real-time application [6, 15]. Meanwhile, design214

focusing on low-power consumption has been raised as215

a great challenge. Some designers tried to modify the216

already available architectures to reduce the memory217

access [18], as a result, improving the power consump-218

tion. Others used specific low-power techniques, e.g.219

power gating and clock gating [9, 15, 16]. Moreover,220

the encoder might be reconfigurable to change its pro-221

file/features so as to adapt with the power consump-222

tion requirements [9, 17].223
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Figure 2. Classical 4-stage pipeline architecture of H.264 hardware
encoder.

Thus, the main challenges driven by H.264 HW224

implementation are area cost, coding speed for real-225

time, high definition resolution and, of course, power226

consumption. With the development of semiconductor227

technology, the area cost drew small attention these228

days while researchers still focus on coding speed im-229

provement, especially for complex encoders as specified230

in high profile. As video applications for mobile devices231

are popular nowadays, power consumption of video232

encoders is becoming a major concern. Next section233

provides a state of the art overview, various architec-234

tures being classified with respect to their main goals.235

3 State of the Art and Power Feature of236

Different H.264 Hardware Encoders237

Three main groups of HW encoder implementations238

found in the literature are now discussed.239

3.1 H.264 Encoder Architectures240

The different architectures found in literature can be241

classified into three main groups. The first one is a clas-242

sical 4-stage pipelining architecture implemented since243

2005 [19] and still in use in some recently published244

designs. The second group is a mixture of various245

architectures very different from the classical one that246

provide improvements in terms of coding speed or video247

scalability. Since the most challenging and recent prob-248

lem of H.264 coding HW implementation is low-power249

and power aware, the last group gathers architectures250

with power-oriented designs.251

3.1.1 Classical Architecture:252

An H.264 encoder is typically implemented as a four-253

stage pipeline architecture at MB level. Figure 2 shows254

the major modules location in a four-stage H.264 en-255

coder.256

The Motion estimation (ME) block, operating with257

the Motion Compensation (MC) one to perform inter-258

prediction, is a potent coding tool but with a huge259

computational complexity. It is admitted that the ME260

module with full search can spend more than 90 %261

of the overall computation [9]. Hence, in pipelining262

architectures, the ME task is separated into two sub-263

tasks (i.e. integer ME (IME) and fractional ME (FME))264

occupying the first two stages. To achieve a balanced265

schedule, the intra-prediction (Intra) is placed in the266
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third stage. The Intra mode decision requires transform267

- quantization (FTQ & DQIT) and reconstruction (Rec.)268

in the same stage with Intra. Then, the last stage269

contains two independent modules, namely the entropy270

coder (EC) and the de-blocking filter (DF). In order271

to reduce the size of the buffer between stages, the272

pipeline is usually scheduled to operate at the MB level273

rather than at the frame level. The four-stage pipelining274

architecture cuts the coding path in a balance manner275

which facilitates the tasks scheduling but increases the276

overall latency of the encoder.277

Many work implemented H.264 encoders based on278

this classical architecture, e.g. [7, 8, 16, 17]. The pipeline279

implemented by S. Mochizuki et al. is described to be280

6-stage one [16]. However, the main encoding tasks are281

performed in the four middle stages in a way close282

to the classical pipeline. The ME operates in two early283

stages; the Intra and the transform-quantization occupy284

the next one; the entropy coder (VLC: variable-length285

coder) and the DF are placed in the remaining stage.286

The first and last stages are for DMA reading and287

writing, respectively. Moreover, the intra-prediction is288

modified to enable high picture quality. As specified289

in the H.264 standard, the “best” mode can only be se-290

lected after all predictive blocks in an MB are processed291

through Intra, FTQ, DQIT then Rec. In this 6-stage292

pipeline encoder, the mode decision part is performed293

before the other tasks of intra-prediction, into the pre-294

vious stage. The best mode is decided from the original295

image but not from the locally decoded image as in the296

classical intra-prediction engines. With fewer logic gates297

and less processing time, this solution avoids limiting298

number of mode candidates while keeping high picture299

quality. With a faster Intra stage, the design in [16] is300

slightly less balanced than the one in [8]. Most of its301

improvement is provided by its special techniques, but302

not by the architecture.303

A version of pipelining encoder containing only 3304

stages is sometimes used. In this architecture, FME and305

Intra stages are grouped into one stage. The first advan-306

tage of this solution is that FME and Intra can share307

the current block and pipeline buffers [18]. Secondly,308

this architecture minimizes the latency on the entire309

pipeline [6]. Lastly, reducing the number of stages310

also decreases the power consumption for the data311

pipelining [9]. However, this pipeline obviously leads to312

an unbalanced schedule. When Intra and FME operate313

in parallel, too many tasks are put into the second314

stage. In order to avoid this throughput bottleneck, [9]315

has retimed the intra-prediction and reconstruction to316

distribute them into the last two stages. The luminance317

data is first processed in the second stage, and then the318

chrominance data is treated in the third one. The FME319

engine is also shared for the first two stages [9].320

To summarize, the classical architecture is naturally321

designed from the coding path of the H.264 standard.322

Modifications can improve some particular features of323

a given design. Different architectures that remarkably324

improve the coding speed or scalability are now pre-325

sented.326
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3.1.2 Scalability and Speed-Oriented Architecture:327

To achieve higher speed or video scalability, modified328

architectures have been proposed.329

An H.264 encoder for high profile, which “firstly”330

supported Scalable Video Coding (SVC), was proposed331

in [7]. Figure 3 illustrates its 2-stage frame pipelining332

architecture and its B-frame parallel scheme.333

The first stage contains a four-stage pipelining en-334

coder as discussed in Section 3.1.1. The Fine-Grain-335

Scalability (FGS) arithmetic coder was integrated in336

the second pipelining stage at frame level to enable337

the quality scalable feature. The encoder proposed also338

supports spatial scalability via inter-layer prediction339

and temporal scalability by using Hierarchical B-frame340

(HB). Many schemes were adopted to reduce external341

memory bandwidth and internal memory access. Two342

consecutive B-frames can be independently encoded.343

The encoder processes both frames in parallel to use the344

common reference data. This method reduces by 50 %345

the external memory bandwidth of the loading search-346

ing window for GOP IBBP, and by 25 % the external347

memory bandwidth for the HB. In the next stages, the348

Intra, Rec. and EC blocks are duplicated to process two349

MBs concurrently. Then, the data reuse scheme in the350

ME engine enables both inter-layer prediction and HB351

while saving 70 % of the external memory bandwidth352

and 50 % of the internal memory access. Lastly, the353

FGS engine also integrates other techniques to reduce354

the memory bandwidth. From all these modifications355

and improvements, the high profile-SVC encoder, even356

with computation four times more complex than a357

baseline profile encoder, achieves comparable power358

consumption, i.e. only 306 mW in high profile and359

411 mW with SVC for HDTV1080p video [7]. This area360

cost of this design can be estimated quite large when361

compared with classical schemes.362

A high speed codec in high profile is proposed363

in [15]. It makes use of a two-stage pipeline encoder at364

frame level. The second stage operating in the stream-365

rate domain contains only the VLC. All other tasks are366

performed in the first stage in the pixel-rate domain,367

which contains two parallel MB-pipeline processing368

modules named Codec Element (CE). This method in-369

creases the processing performance but it also increases370

the area cost and therefore the power consumption.371

To support video-size scalability, on-chip connections372
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among sub-modules are done via a shift-register-based373

bus network. This bus structure enables scalability of374

the encoder in case more CEs are required for video-375

size scalability. The power consumption caused by the376

duplicated CE and the high computational complexity377

in high profile are decreased by the implementation378

of a Dynamic Clock-Supply-Stopping (DCSS) scheme.379

This low-power method will be discussed hereafter. The380

architecture with two parallel MB-pipelines doubles the381

coding throughput but it also requires extra silicon area.382

As can be seen from this short review, modified ar-383

chitectures can provide interesting improvements with384

respect to the scalability and the speed features, at the385

price of higher power consumption or larger Silicon386

area, leading the designer to a tradeoff between vari-387

ous conflicting objectives. Power-oriented architectures388

that embed additional techniques to reduce the power389

consumption or to enable power-aware functioning are390

now discussed.391

3.1.3 Power-Oriented Architecture:392

Power-oriented H.264 encoders implement the classical393

architecture with three- or four-stage pipeline together394

with additional low-power techniques. Among these395

techniques, DCSS [16] and fine-grained clock-gating [9]396

exploit the inactive state of sub-modules to reduce their397

idle power consumptions. Figure 4 shows the schedule398

of modules in an H.264 encoder and the time slots when399

power can be saved.400

Actually, an unbalanced schedule will provide more401

opportunities to integrate low power techniques due to402

some inactivity phases. While DCSS cuts off the supply403

clock signal for the stages when all modules are not404

operating, clock-gating pauses the clock signal entering405

unused modules. DCSS was estimated to reduce up406

to 16 % of the power consumption [16] and fine-grain407

clock gating in [9] can save around 20 % in the power408

consumption. Thus, the latter seems to provide more409

power reduction but its control is more costly.410

The H.264 encoder proposed in [18] does not imple-411

ment the above specific low-power techniques. How-412

ever, many efforts have been employed in order to413

reduce memory access. Firstly, Intra and FME are both414

placed in the second stage to use common current block415

and pipeline buffers. Secondly, it implements eight-416

pixel parallelism intra-predictor to reduce the area cost417

and a particular motion estimation block that can deal418

with high throughput. Moreover, the high throughput419

IME with Parallel Multi-Resolution ME (PMRME) algo-420

rithm also leads to 46 % of memory access reduction.421

Actually, PMRME only samples the necessary pixels422

to be stored in the local memory. This video encoder423

achieves promising power figures, that is 6.74 mW for424

CIF video and 176.1 mW for 1080p video in baseline425

profile.426

A low-power ME module implementing low-power427

techniques is proposed in [9]. Among them are data428

reuse techniques to save memory access power. In the429

IME module, both intra-candidate data reuse and inter-430

candidate data reuse are applied. Intra-candidate calcu-431

lates the matching cost of larger blocks by summing up432

the corresponding cost of smaller block (4 × 4). Inter-433

candidate shares overlapped reference pixels for two434

neighboring searching candidates. Differences among435

neighboring Motion Vectors (MVs) are also used to436

reduce the computation. In the FME block, online in-437

terpolation architecture to reuse interpolated data and438

mode pre-decision to reduce the number of mode can-439

didates are adopted to save power consumption. The440

one-pass algorithm (and its corresponding architecture)441

not only alleviates the memory access but also increases442

the throughput of the FME sub-module. The IME data443

access proposed a solution which consumes 78 % less444

than a standard IME engine. The FME engine halves445

the memory access thus saving a large amount of data446

access power.447

These designs prove that reducing memory access is448

an efficient high-throughput low-power scheme. How-449

ever, they require the design of many specific sub-450

modules, which can lead to a complex and difficult451

design task.452

Other designs propose not only the implementa-453

tion of low-power techniques for the encoder but also454

quality scalability to improve the power consumption.455

Among them, the H.264 encoder proposed in [9] is456

dedicated to applications for mobile devices. Besides457

several low-power techniques as presented above, a458

pre-skip algorithm with a reconfigurable parameterized459

coding system together with a three-layer system ar-460

chitecture with flexible schedule enable power scala-461

bility. The pre-skip algorithm is indeed the very first462

step of the motion estimation module. For each MB,463

it compares the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD)464

function of the candidate (0,0) to a threshold S in order465

to skip all the ME process, when possible. The param-466

eterized coding system provides 128 different power467

modes based on the parameters of the IME, FME, Intra,468

and DF blocks. Figure 5 illustrates these parameters469

in the encoding system. The three-layer architecture is470

a hierarchical controlling system containing a system471

controller, a power controller and a processing engine472

(PE) controller. This architecture enables the clock gat-473

ing technique at fine-grain level to be implemented so474

that the clock entering one PE can be stopped while the475
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clock entering another PE in the same pipeline stage can476

be kept.477

The work in [17] focuses on not only portable video478

applications but also a wider range of resolutions,479

up to HD720@30 fps. For each resolution, four dif-480

ferent quality levels with their correspondingly power481

level are provided. The quality-scalability feature is482

implemented with parameterized modules, e.g. inter-483

and intra- prediction ones. Different operating clock484

frequencies are used in the different quality levels.485

Besides, some design techniques to reduce complexity486

of the main modules and therefore decrease their power487

consumption are also applied.488

3.2 Discussion489

Table I summarizes the state-of-the-art solutions that490

have been discussed in this section. Various features are491

presented but only the power consumption one will be492

discussed.493

Firstly, the profile and resolution obviously influence494

the operating frequency and thus the power consump-495

tion. Indeed, the encoders that support multiple pro-496

files [18] or multiple resolutions [8, 9, 16–18] oper-497

ate at different frequencies and show different power498

consumptions. Therefore, when the power results are499

compared, the resolution and profile that the encoders500

support have to be taken into account.501

Secondly, both the specific low-power techniques [9,502

16] and the strategies implemented to reduce the mem-503

ory access [18] present appealing power consumption504

figures, e.g. 9.8− 40.3 mW for CIF video [9], 64 mW for505

HD720p [16] and 242 mW for 1080p high profile [18]. In506

the baseline profile, with 6.74 mW of power consump-507

tion for CIF video [18], the technique applied for the508

memory access reduction seems to perform better than509

the one in [9] (9.8 mW).510

Lastly, recent encoders with power-aware ability [9,511

17] take even less Silicon area and seem more suit-512

able for mobile applications. With the widely admitted513

threshold of 100 mW of consumption for portable me-514

dia applications [9], H.264 encoders for mobile devices515

seem to support only the baseline profile while their516

maximum resolution is 720HD [9, 16–18].517

4 VENGME H.264 Encoder518

The “Video Encoder for the Next Generation Multime-519

dia Equipment (VENGME)” project aims at designing520

and implementing an H.264/AVC encoder targeting521

mobile platforms. The current design is optimized for522

CIF video; however, the architecture can be extended523

for larger resolutions by enlarging the reference mem-524

ory and the search window.525

4.1 Architecture526

One of the factors which affect both computational527

path and the power consumption is the workload528

of the system and the data dependencies among the529

pipeline stages. In H.264/AVC encoder, the most time530

consuming part is inter prediction including IME, FME,531

and MC. The second time consuming module in the532

encoder is the entropy encoder (EC). Therefore, the533

architecture should be carefully selected to improve the534

coding throughput and the overall performance. In the535

encoding loop, intra prediction uses the reference pixels536

from adjacent neighbor macroblock, therefore, intra537

prediction have the highest in-frame data dependen-538

cies. For each intra macroblock, the current predicted539

macroblock must be reconstructed before predicting540

the next macroblock. In addition, in 4 × 4 prediction541

modes of intra prediction, each 4 × 4 block must be542

reconstructed before predicting the next 4 × 4 block.543

Because of this, intra prediction has strong relation with544

FTQ and the reconstructed loop. In contrast, inter pre-545

diction needs only reference pixels from the previous546

encoded frames. These reference data can be preloaded547

into search windows SRAM. Inter prediction does not548

need the FTQ and reconstruction loop for its prediction549

for next macroblock prediction. Based on this data550

dependency, the modules which wait for data available551

can be turned off to save the power consumption. For552

example, the FTQ/ITQ, intra prediction, reconstructed553

loop and the entropy encoder can be turned off when554

waiting for inter prediction to finished.555

The architecture of VENGME H.264 encoder uses the556

classical 4-stage pipeline scheme with some modifica-557

tions, as illustrated in Figure 6. The first stage is used558

to load the data needed for the prediction. It is thus559

similar to the architecture in [16]. The second stage560

includes intra- and inter-predictions. IME and FME are561

merged into the same stage because FME and MC can562

reuse the information from IME and the data from the563

search window SRAM. Therefore, this is different from564

the classical architecture, see Figure 2.565

One search window SRAM and an extra external566

memory access bandwidth can be saved, while the per-567

formance for targeted applications remains unchanged.568

Inter-prediction and intra-prediction in the same stage569

can be executed in parallel or separately, thanks to570

the system controller decision. In the separate mode of571

execution, to save the power consumption, one of the572
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Table I
State of the Art: Comparison of Different H.264/AVC Encoder Architectures

Design
features

Z. Liu [6] Y.-H. Chen
[7]

K. Iwata
[15]

T.-C. Chen
[8]

Y.-H. Chen
[9]

S. Mochizuki
[16]

Y.-K. Lin [18] H.-C. Chang
[17]

H. Kim
[20]

Target Real-time Scalable
Extension
SVC; High
profile

Low
power;
Video size
scalable

Hardware
design for
H.264 codec

Low-power;
Power aware;
Portable
devices

Low-power;
Real-time;
High picture
quality

High profile;
Low area
cost; High
throughput

Dynamic
Quality-
Scalable;
Power-
aware video
applications

Low
power;
Power
aware

Profile Baseline,
level 4

High
profile;
SVC

High, level
4.1

Baseline,
level up to
3.1

Baseline Baseline,
level 3.2

Baseline/High,
level 4

Baseline N/A

Resolution 1080p30 HDTV
1080p

1080p30 720p
SD/HD

QCIF,
720SDTV

720p SD/HD CIF to 1080p CIF to HD720 CIF,
HD1280×720

Techno (nm) UMC 180,
1P6M
CMOS

UMC 90
1P9M

CMOS 65 UMC 180,
1P6M
CMOS

TSMC 180,
1P6M CMOS

Renesas 90,
1POLY-7Cu-
ALP

UMC 130 CMOS 130 N/A

Frequency
(MHz)

200 120(high
profile); 166
(SVC)

162 81 (SD); 180
(HD)

N/A 54 (SD); 144
(HD)

7.2 (CIF); 145
(1080p)

10-12-18-28
(CIF); 72-108
(HD720)

N/A

Gate count
(KGates)

1140 2079 3745 922.8 452.8 1300 593 470 N/A

Memory
(KBytes)

108.3 81.7 230 34.72 16.95 56 22 13.3 N/A

Power
consumption
(mW)

1410 306 (high
profile); 411
(SVC)

256 581 (SD); 785
(HD)

40.3 (CIF, 2
references);
9.8-15.9 (CIF
1 reference);
64.2
(720SDTV)

64 (720p HD) 6.74 (CIF
baseline); 242
(1080p high
profile)

7-25 (CIF);
122-183
(HD720)

238.38
to 359.89
depends
on PW
level

System 
Controller

Off-chip AMBA Bus Interfaces

Cur. MB SRAM

SW SRAM

IntraP SRAM

IntraP

MC

IME + FME

FTQ

iTQ

Recons. MB DF

DF SRAM

EC

NAL SRAM

Pred mode, MVs

Best mode, int MVs

  Stage 2    Stage 3    Stage 4    Stage 1  

- 
TQIF

Figure 6. VENGME H.264/AVC encoder architecture.

intra- and inter-prediction can be switched off while the573

other is in active state. In the mixed mode of execution,574

the intra prediction and inter prediction can be done575

in parallel, the intra prediction will finish first, and576

its results are stored in TQIF memory. After that, the577

intra module can be switched off to save power. Inter578

prediction and motion compensation continue to find579

the best predicted pixels. After having inter-prediction580

results, TQIF memory can be invalidated to store new581

transformed results for inter module. The third stage582

and the final stage are the same as the classical 4-583

pipeline architecture.584

Our low-cost FTQ/ITQ architecture in [13, 21] uses585

only one unified architecture of 1-D transform engine586

to perform all required transform process, including587

discrete cosine transform and Walsh Hadamard trans-588

form. The striking feature of this work is the fast and589

highly shared multiplier in the integrated quantization590

part inside forward transformation module. Our quan-591

tizer can saved up to 72 adders in comparison with592

other FTQ designs. The overall area is minimized by593

replacing the saved adders with multiplexers and just594

one 1-D transformation module with a little increase595

in design of the controller. Besides FTQ/ITQ, our im-596

provements in CAVLC in [22] and then in the whole597

entropy encoder [23] can reduce the hardware area and598

the overall bit rate further. The reduction in hardware599

area is done by optimizing the table selector and its600

associated memory area with two main techniques: re-601

encoding VLC tables and calculating the codewords602

arithmetically. Furthermore, our CAVLC encoder uses603

zero-skipping technique with 8 × 8 block level to min-604

imize the encoding time and lower the bit rate.605

To implement the pipelining architecture, the encoder606

employs a double memory scheme. The current mac-607

roblock RAM and the transform and quantization in-608

terface (TQIF) contain a double memory that can store609

two macro-blocks at the same time. Predicted pixels610

from inter- and intra- modules are sent directly to the611

forward transform and quantization (FTQ) modules.612

The entropy encoding modules and the deblocking613

filter have their own SRAM to store information for the614

variable-length coding and the filtering process.615

To reduce the memory bandwidth for the inter-616

prediction, “Snake-move” scan strategies are used so617

that to create new candidates, only 16 more pixels618

are read, as presented in [24]. The Snake-move scan619

strategy is illustrated in Figure 7. At first, the candidate620

0 is fully read into the inter-prediction memory. Then,621

the next candidate is created by shift-down, shift-left622

or ship-up based on its position. For each new can-623

didate for the current search window, only 16 pixels624

are needed. This strategy reduces the memory access625

to only 222 Mbytes/s for CIF video at 200 MHz.626
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Figure 7. Snake-move scan strategy for inter prediction.

4.2 Discussion627

The VENGME design is different when compared to628

the state of the art solutions. Besides the first stage to629

load data, the VENGME architecture cuts the coding630

path into three main stages, which are prediction, TQ-631

reconstruction and EC-DF. With both IME and FME in632

the same stage, this pipeline is even more unbalanced633

than the three 3-stage pipelines that can be found634

in the literature. However, it enables applying low-635

power techniques when the two last stages wait for the636

heaviest prediction stage. Moreover, it is not necessary637

to operate both intra- and inter- prediction for each MB.638

The system controller can decide to use the two predic-639

tion methods separately in order to reduce the task and640

the power consumption. This solution (currently in use)641

can be chosen as a low-power mode for the system.642

The double memory scheme increases the area cost643

but it maintains the memory access. Some dedicated644

techniques to reduce the area cost and increase the645

throughput are applied to each module. For example,646

the snake-move scan strategy in the inter-prediction647

reduces the memory access, thus its timing and power648

consumption.649

Moreover, some modules with several key contri-650

butions have been published previously [13, 21–25].651

The entropy coding (EC) module contains Exp-Golomb652

and CAVLC coding methods. It also encapsulates all653

encoded video data in the Network Abstraction Layer654

format. The most complicated sub-module, e.g. the655

CAVLC encoder, implements various design techniques656

to reduce the processing time such as pipelining, zero-657

skipping, table selector integration, etc. The CAVLC658

encoder has been published in [22]. Its design was659

shown to have better throughput than the previously660

published ones. Actually, 5798× 103 MBs/s can be pro-661

cessed while previous works can process a maximum662

of 738 × 103 MBs/s.663

The Forward Transform and Quantization (FTQ)664

module implements a fast architecture of the multiplier665

in the most critical process, i.e., the quantizer, to in-666

crease the speed. To reduce the area cost, the design667

utilizes only one unified architecture of a 1-D transform668

engine to perform all required transform processes,669

i.e. a discrete cosine transform and Walsh Hadamard670

transform. As published in [13], this FTQ module costs671

only 15 Kgates, when previously published designs cost672

at least 23.2 Kgates. With the same 4-bit data width, the673

VENGME throughput is 445 Msamples/s, compared to674

273 Msamples/s in previous works.675

The proposed H.264 encoder has been modeled in676

VHDL at RTL level. The power consumption is esti-677

mated at RTL level in encoding video of QCIF res-678

olution, with technology 32 nm, using SpyGlassTM
679

Power tool. The (estimated) total power consumption680

is 19.1 MW. Note that the leakage power at RTL level681

is not accurately estimated as it highly depends on682

gate choices (actually it is over-estimated). Thus, it can683

be assumed that this power consumption should be684

smaller.685

In summary, a different H.264 encoder hardware686

pipelining architecture which enables to apply low-687

power techniques has been proposed. In this proposal,688

the throughput increase and hardware area reduction689

for each individual module have been considered dur-690

ing the design phase.691

5 Conclusions and Future Works692

In this paper, we have presented a survey of H.264693

video encoding HW implementations. Various designs694

were classified into three groups of architectures. The695

implementations analysis focuses on power features.696

Classical four-stage pipelining architecture has a bal-697

anced schedule but its overall latency would be in-698

creased in comparison to the three-stage one. An un-699

balanced schedule may lead to bottlenecks in the en-700

coding path; however it enables applying low-power701

techniques as some modules have to wait to the others’702

operation. Modified architectures provide significant703

speed or scalability improvements at the price of higher704

area cost and power consumption. Power-oriented ar-705

chitecture uses classical pipelining with additional low-706

power techniques or memory access reduction strate-707

gies. Parameterized designs enable power scalability708

and thus power-aware ability for video encoders. Power709

results are compared while regarding resolution and710

profile of the designs. Both specific low-power tech-711

niques and memory access reduction present power712

efficiency. Currently, the encoders for mobile applica-713

tions support only baseline profile and the maximum714

resolution is 720HD.715

We have also proposed VENGME design, a particular716

architecture of H.264 video encoder targeting CIF video717

for mobile applications. The design can be extended718

to higher resolutions. Our four-stage pipelining archi-719

tecture has unbalanced schedule and enables applying720

low-power techniques. Efforts to achieve high through-721

put, small silicon area and low memory bandwidth722

were implemented in each module. The implementa-723

tions of the particular modules, CAVLC and FTQ/ITQ,724
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have been proved better than previous work in terms725

of throughput and area cost. Our next target is to726

apply low-power techniques on VENGME architecture727

to develop power-awareness functionality.728
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